
Weekly Update by Mark Armstrong
– April 14, 2023
Greetings from Tyler,

So they caught the guy responsible for publicizing highly classified documents.
Everyone’s concerned that this young (21 yr. old) guy would have access to such
ruinous documents But they got him. The news media is all over it. They want to
know what they can do to help see that government secrets remain secret! Never
mind that the release reveals we’ve been, uh, misled by the spokespeople of
various departments and agencies. We are apparently deeper into the Ukraine
war than we were given to understand. They’re talking about the agencies and
spokesmen being “embarrassed.” We’re worried that government officials may be
embarrassed?

It  seems  we  may  have  more  to  worry  about  than  the  embarrassment  of
government  officials.  The news is  so  gruesome as  it  is,  and we knew these
buffoons weren’t to be trusted. We’ve been lied to so routinely that we no longer
trust official statements anyway. But the news agencies aren’t worried about what
the documents revealed, they’re wondering instead how they can help make sure
this doesn’t happen again.

The Catholics are all torn up about crying statues again. This isn’t the first time,
by a long shot, that statues have been caught crying blood. But now the Vatican is
going to send out scientists to verify what’s going on. Like we care. They ought to
be sending out plumbers.

Everybody who’s visited the Middle East is familiar with the call  the Muslim
prayer, blared over outdoor loud speakers to your hurting ears. Now it’s big news
that you only need to go to Minneapolis to hear the phenomenon. Assuming you
want to. Obama called it the sweetest sound he ever heard, or words to that
effect.

The pretender has been visiting Ireland, exploring his roots, or whatever. It’s
almost more that we can stand, seeing that vacant look in his eyes while being
directed which way to go. Hunter is now much in evidence, to the point that we
suspect that there must be some motivating factor.
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When has the United States projected such weakness? We see our former allies
seemingly betting on China. Even Macron went to kiss the ring. Nations that
weren’t  particularly  friendly  are  making  deals  with  the  presumptive  leading
superpower, and it’s not the U. S. anymore. It’s hard to remember a time when
everything internationally went against us. Jimmy Carter comes to mind, but he
wasn’t even in the same league.

Bud Light has a tranny on the can, and they can’t figure out why their beer isn’t
selling. Must be us bigots.  We just don’t understand! Hopefully the board of
directors realizes that they’re running a business. You don’t just insult your core
audience and expect to thrive. But that’s not the only corporation that’s decided
we  need  a  push.  Cruise  lines,  rental  properties,  prescription  drugs…  The
television has become an instrument of indoctrination and you can hardly escape
it. Big corporations have decided that they’re going with the clap trap, and we’ll
either be drug along or they’ll call us the names they’ve made up. We’re getting
used to it.

You wonder what HWA would say, thirty seven years later. He wouldn’t believe
how far society has fallen. We’ve got every aberrant intellectual explaining, in
kindergarten terms, why all this is good. My Dad would be denouncing our society
in the most glaring terms. That’s just exactly what we intend to do. Somebody has
to stand up and say, “NO!”. Nobody else dares for fear of being canceled. We will
continue to slaughter their sacred cows.
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